Abstract. We present a formal verification approach for detecting design issues related to user interaction, with a focus on user interface of medical devices. The approach makes a novel use of configuration diagrams proposed by Rushby to formally verify important human factors properties of user interface implementation. In particular, it first translates the software implementation of user interface into an equivalent formal specification, from which a behavioral model is constructed using theorem proving; human factors properties are then verified against the behavioral model; lastly, a comprehensive set of test inputs are produced by exploring the behavioral model, which can be used to challenge the real interface implementation and to ensure that the issues detected in the behavior model do apply to the implementation. We have prototyped the approach based on the PVS proof system, and applied it to analyze the user interface of a real medical device. The analysis detected several interaction design issues in the device, which may potentially lead to severe consequences.
Introduction
In many countries, manufacturers of medical devices are required to assure reasonable safety and e↵ectiveness of software in their devices; they have to provide adequate evidence to support this before their device can be placed on the market [1] . When considering the safety of a medical device, human factors issues that include the human-device interface are critical. We refer to the part of a device that the user receives information from and provides information to as the user interface. Software in the device that contributes to the behavior of this interface we refer to as user interface software. User interface software defines the way in which a device supports user actions (e.g., the e↵ect of clicking a ⇤ Start ⇥ button) and provides feedback (e.g., rendering error messages on the device's display) in response to events. The development of user interface software, or more generally, the interaction design of medical devices, is not standardized in the industry. Instead, each device manufacturer crafts its own device interaction design. A number of reports (such as [27] ) have asserted that manufacturers typically address human factors issues within their user interface software in an ad hoc manner, rather than using rigorous design and evaluation techniques. Part of the reason lies in the fact that human factors specialists are usually involved too late in the software development process, if at all. These specialists typically base their analysis upon methods like heuristic evaluation [10] , which require the availability of a fairly complete user interface prototype. As a result, it is often too late and too expensive to find and correct an interaction design flaw. Software engineers, on the other hand, do not have e↵ective means to identify human factors related flaws in a software implementation, if such flaws are inherited from system-level design and defined in software requirements and design specifications.
The reality described above, as well as the fact that many manufactures reuse legacy code to develop new devices, makes it necessary to verify interaction design flaws after a user interface is implemented. However, dosing so can be expensive and time-consuming. It is more desirable and cost-e↵ective if such flaws can be detected and weeded out early on (e.g. at the design stage). Rigorous development techniques, such as model-based design [13, 22] , can help to achieve this objective, if integrated into the development life-cycle.
In this paper, we focus on user interface software in medical devices, and present a formal approach for detecting design issues in such software. The approach translates the source-code implementation of user interface software into a formal specification. Theorem proving is then used to generate from this specification a behavioral model of the software. This model captures the control structure and behavior of the software related to handling user interactions. During this process, theorem proving is also used to prove that important human factors principles are satisfied by (all reachable states of) the model, or otherwise to detect potential interaction design issues. The behavioral model generated is also exhaustively explored to derive a suite of test input sequences that can expose the detected interaction design issues, if any, in the implementation of the user interface software.
The contributions of the paper are as follows. (i) We present a formal approach to generate and verify behavioral models of user interface software. The approach is based on a novel use of configuration diagrams [23] . (ii) We describe a case study based on a real medical infusion pump. The presented approach is demonstrated within PVS [20] for a C++ implementation of the device user interface software. Our approach was successful in detecting multiple interaction design issues from the implementation of the user interface software of the subject pump, many of which could potentially cause severe consequences.
The reason that we chose infusion pumps as a representative class of medical devices for study is because many infusion pumps su↵er from poor human factors design. In fact, 87 models of infusion pumps were recalled in the US alone between 2005 and 2009. Human factors issues were among the primary causes for these recalls [6] .
The present work builds on our previous research on the verification of medical device user interfaces [11, [14] [15] [16] 22] and on user interface prototyping [19] . These previous e↵orts have demonstrated that formal methods can be used to identify human factors issues in reverse-engineered models of medical devices. This paper presents an approach that continues our previous work, and extends rigorous analysis to source code implementations of real user interfaces.
Example results from formal source code analysis
To better illustrate the usefulness of our approach, we first explain the results of applying it to analyze the user interface implementation of a real infusion pump. In this case study, the details of which are introduced in section 4, our approach detected four interaction issues listed below. These issues cause the pump to either overlook user errors or interpret input numbers in an erroneous way. In either situation, unexpected numbers may be used to configure the pump, which can potentially cause serious clinical consequences (e.g., a lethal dose of drug is infused to the patient, because the amount of drug to be infused is mistakenly configured as an extremely large number).
Valid input key sequences are incorrectly registered without the user's awareness. The pump mistakenly discards the decimal point in input key sequences for fractional numbers between [100.1, 1200). For example, the input key sequence ⇤
⇥ is registered as 1001 without any warning or error message. This issue arises because of a constraint imposed in a routine of the pump's software: numbers above or equal to 100 cannot have a fractional part. Due to this constraint, the pump erroneously ignores the decimal point in the key sequence
⇥ , and registers it as 1001. This issue opens the possibility that a user commits a missing decimal point error and accidentally inputs a value ten times larger than the intended one (an out-by-ten error).
Inappropriate feedback is given to the user for error conditions. The pump produces an inappropriate error message for fractional numbers between [120.1, 1200). For example, the pump rejects the input key sequence [10, 100) . Notably, we used input sequences like the above to challenge another infusion pump from a di↵erent manufacturer. Similar design issues were observed for the same input sequences. This suggests that such design flaws may be common to di↵erent implementations of user interface software. Therefore, fixing defects presented in this paper can result in significant improvement in the safety of infusion pumps [29] , and possibly other devices that incorporate interactive data entry software (such as ventilators and radiation therapy systems).
The approach
Our approach, as depicted in figure 1 , starts with translating the source code of user interface software of medical devices into a formal specification acceptable to the PVS theorem prover. A behavioral model is then extracted, in a mechanized manner, from the formal specification using PVS and configuration diagrams. Theorem proving is also applied to the behavioral model to verify its compliance to human factor design principles. Lastly, the behavioral model is exhaustively explored to generate a suite of test key sequences that expose interaction design issues of the original device.
From C++ code to PVS specifications
PVS is a well known industrial-level theorem prover that enables mechanized verification of potentially infinite-state systems. It is based on a typed higherorder logic, and its specification language has many features similar to those of C++. These similarities between the two languages make it possible to devise a set of guidelines for translating (a subset of) C++ programs into PVS specifications, with the semantics of the original C++ programs preserved. Our approach adopts the following guidelines to manually translate C++ programs into PVS specifications. These guidelines provide a systematic approach for the translation:
-Conditional and iterative statements in C++ are straightforwardly translated to their counterparts in the PVS specification language; -Computation in C++, which is typically defined as instructions modifying the values of variables of objects, is emulated in PVS with the assistance of a record type, namely state. In type state, each field is defined to record the value of a member variable in C++. Thus, computation over C++ variables can be translated as updating the fields of state accordingly. Type state is then passed to all PVS functions for reference and update; -C++ functions are emulated in PVS as higher-order functions with the same function arguments, while local variables in C++ functions are emulated using the PVS LET-IN construct that binds expressions to local names; -Class inheritance in C++ is translated by introducing a field in the structure that translates (the state variables of) the base class.
Data types in C++, such as float and integer, can be mimicked in PVS using subtyping [25] , a PVS language mechanism that restricts the data domain of types. For instance, the subtype {x: real | x >= FLOAT MIN AND x <= FLOAT MAX} checks if a real-typed variable has value within the range from FLOAT MIN to FLOAT MAX. In many cases, subtyping is su cient to check whether a behavioral model correctly captures all boundary conditions encountered by the C++ implementation. Furthermore, PVS includes a standard library that emulates C++ data types such as lists and strings, as well as common C++ library functions such as strcmp.
It is worth pointing out that, the translation of C++ programs benefits from the strong type-checking mechanism in PVS. That is, if data types declared in the PVS specifications are consistent with those in the C++ code, PVS can assist in detecting type errors in the C++ code. With appropriate subtypes, it is also possible to conduct more sophisticated type checking using PVS to detect common coding errors in C++, such as null pointer dereferences, use-before-def errors, and out-of-bound array accesses.
Currently, the translation of C++ programs in our approach considers only basic C++ constructs. The translation of complex C++ features, such as passing function parameters by reference, is left for future work, as it is not needed for our case study. 
Generation of behavioral models from PVS specifications
Safe user interface design for medical devices needs to comply with important human factors principles, such as consistency of actions, feedback, mode clarity, and ability to undo. As shown in [12] , such principles can be formalized as properties that must always be satisfied by a device. Our approach formalizes such principles as invariants that the behavioral model of user interface software in medical devices must satisfy.
We use in a novel way configuration diagrams, first proposed in [23] , to extract the behavioral model from the PVS specification of user interface software, and to prove invariants of interest against the model. The intuition of configuration diagrams is that, proving an invariant G can be facilitated by using a strengthening invariant A, where A is given as a disjunction of properties
Properties A i need not to be invariants, which makes them easier to define. Sub-properties C i = G^A i are referred to as configurations.
All configurations encountered during the analysis can be organized as a configuration diagram, which is a labeled graph where each node corresponds to a configuration, each edge represents a possible transition between configurations, and the labels marked on the edges denote conditions that enable transitions.
Our approach follows the following mechanized process, also presented in [23] , to construct configuration diagrams for PVS specifications:
1. Invent a configuration C 1 ; Use the theorem prover to verify that C 1 is reachable from the initial state and C 1 satisfies the property being verified. 2. Identify the conditions that trigger outgoing transitions from C 1 , and use the theorem prover to check if the disjunction of these conditions is true. This ensures that all possible cases are covered. 3. For each condition identified in (2), use the theorem prover to perform a symbolic execution for one step from C 1 . This returns a new configuration C 2 , an already existing configuration, or a variant of an existing one. If new configurations are obtained, check them against the property being verified. 4. Repeat steps (2) and (3) until no new configuration is encountered.
An example of using configuration diagrams to extract and verify behavioral models can be found in sub-sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Generation of test input sequences
In many modern medical devices user interaction is carried out by clicking buttons. Test cases to (the user interface of) these devices can therefore be given in the form of a sequence of key presses that the user performs to operate the devices. The e↵ectiveness of using input key sequences to analyze the user interface of medical devices has been demonstrated in [5] , where key sequences reflecting arbitrary user strategies were generated to assess the sensitivity of infusion pumps to unnoticed key slip errors.
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In our approach, however, key sequences are generated from configuration diagrams, and used as test cases to challenge the real implementation of user interface software. That is, an analyst can watch the execution of the implementation based on the generated key sequences, so as to confirm whether or not it actually possesses the design issues detected in its behavioral model.
To generate key sequences from a configuration diagram, our approach traverses the diagram and identifies user actions associated with its transitions. Formally, a walk in a configuration diagram is a sequence n 0 e01 ! n 1 e12 ! n 2 . . ., where n i is a node in the diagram, and e ij is an edge connecting node n i to n j . By collecting user actions (key presses in our case) marked on each edge e ij in a walk, one can produce a sequence of key presses that can be used as a test case.
Discussion
Most of the model construction and proof tasks in our approach are automated by PVS and grind, a powerful decision procedure included in PVS, which repeatedly applies definition expansion, propositional simplification, and decision support to assist the analysis [26] . Human intervention is required only for two purposes: 1) guide PVS to prune irrelevant details away from the analysis, in order to avoid case-explosion and keep the generated configuration diagram compact; and 2) guide PVS to decompose theorems into sub-theorems. More specifically, the analyst needs to select or modify control conditions of the behavioral model suggested by PVS. PVS then checks if the selected or modified ones cover all possible model execution paths.
It should be noted that, even though human intervention demands skills and expertise with PVS, the level of human involvement required by our approach does promote active thinking for the analyst, giving her/him deep insights into the software's control structure and behavior. Because of this active involvement, it is possible to identify (the root cause of) issues and their fixes before the analysis is complete [23] .
Lastly, the key point of generating useful key sequences, as in traditional software test generation, is to ensure that the key sequences derived from the configuration diagram achieve full coverage of the diagram. This ensures that the generated key sequences represent all possible user interactions that user interface software may encounter. Our approach currently realizes the generation of test sequences based on manual browsing of configuration diagrams. But it can certainly be extended with e↵ective model based test generation techniques (e.g. [28] ), to automate the exploration of (large-scale) configuration diagrams and the generation of comprehensive test key sequences from them.
Case study: analyzing a real-world infusion pump
To evaluate the e↵ectiveness of our approach, we applied it to the user interface implementation of a real infusion pump 1 . It should be noted that, in the study 1 The identity of the pump is concealed for confidentiality reasons, even though it is no longer marketed in US. Also, the information presented in this section is obfuscated. we had access to the source code of the user interface software, but we did not have access to the design documentation of the pump, nor the library objects its implementation referenced. Admittedly, the absence of library code may cause inaccuracy of verification (e.g., design issues are falsely detected or omitted). Fortunately, the design issues detected in this study, as reported in section 2, were confirmed as genuine and caused by the subject implementation. Figure 2 illustrates the general layout of the user interface considered in the study. Keys relating to the data entry system are labeled, while the others are left blank for simplicity. By understanding the pump implementation, we comprehended its behavior, which is summarized as follows. Digit keys. During data entry, the software accepts one key press at a time and calculates new values to be rendered on the display according to the following rules: (i) if a decimal point key has not been registered, then the new value is obtained by adding ten times the current displayed value and the value associated with the digit key clicked. For instance, if the display is 1 and a click on ⇤
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⇥ is registered, then the new value is 10⇥1+7 = 17; (ii) if a decimal point key has been registered, the value is obtained by adding the current displayed value and the value associated with the clicked digit times 10 (decimalDigits + 1) , where decimalDigits is the current number of decimals of the displayed value. Thus if the display is 17. and a click on ⇤ 2 ⇥ is registered, the new value is 17 + 2 ⇥ 10 1 = 17.2; (iii) the display is updated to the calculated value only if: -The new value is in the range 0-1200; -The maximum decimal precision of the new value does not exceed • 2 decimal digits if the new value is less than 10; or • 1 decimal digit if the new value is within [10, 100); or • 0 decimal digits if the new value is equal to or greater than 100. A key that causes the calculated value to violate the above constraints puts the software into an error mode, in which user interaction is halted, and a warning message is displayed.
Decimal point key. The pump registers decimal points only when the current displayed value is less than 100 and a decimal point has not been previously registered. Otherwise, the decimal point key click is discarded.
Clear key. If the software is not in the error mode, the initial state is restored (i.e., the displayed value is reset to 0); otherwise, the error mode is cleared and the most recent valid state is restored.
Translation of the C++ implementation
The portion of the implementation under study was a C++ class, the body of which consists of approximately 2,000 lines of code. This class defines the pump's behavior of handling key presses on the number pad, and managing feedback rendered on its display.
The first step of analysis was to translate the C++ class into PVS specifications, in which the guidelines given in section 3.2 were followed. State variables. A record type, state, is defined to correspond to (the structure of) the C++ class in the implementation. Listing 1.1 illustrates the definition of state, in which every field is defined for one member variable of the C++ class.
In particular, the display field stores the string to be rendered on the display; the dispval field is a float number that stores the current legal value registered by the pump; pointRegistered is a Boolean field that indicates whether or not the decimal point has been registered; the decimalDigits field records the number of decimal digits of the currently registered value; and errorMode is a Boolean that is set to true when the software is in the error mode. The predicate subtype associated with the display field is used to restrict the string length, while the subtype for decimalDigits is to enforce constraints on the number of decimal digits. Both of these subtypes are consistent with the constraints imposed by the original code. 
Verification using configuration diagrams
The human factors principles that we attempted to verify against the pump implementation included: consistency, asserting that the same user actions (in this case, key clicks) should produce the same results in logically equivalent Given di↵erent aspects of the pump's behavior, these two principles can be instantiated di↵erently. Take the handling of decimal point clicks for example. We instantiated these two principles, for this specific aspect of the pump's behavior, as predicate decimal point pred (see Listing 1.5)
2 . This predicate essentially asserts that, no matter what current state (st) the pump has, when the decimal point key is clicked, the pump should enter into a new state st prime, in which either the decimal point is registered (variable pointRegistered is set true), or the error mode is triggered (errorMode is true). Predicate decimal point pred defines a safe way to manipulate decimal point clicks. Based on this predicate, a behavioral model was constructed for the infusion pump under study, by applying the procedure presented in section 3.2 to the PVS translation of its implementation. Simultaneously, the proof that the pump satisfies decimal point pred was accomplished within the PVS theorem prover by checking this predicate against all reachable states of the behavioral model under all possible input key sequences.
The behavioral model illustrated in figure 3 , in the form of a configuration diagram, was constructed as the result of our analysis e↵ort. After proving twenty theorems during the model construction process, we verified that the infusion pump violates predicate decimal point pred (an example of such violation is shown in section 4.4). Please refer to section 2 for an explanation of the verification results, and to [17] for more details on the generation of the configuration diagram and the proof process.
Generation of test input sequences
As discussed in section 3.3, a comprehensive set of key sequences can be generated as test cases to the device implementation by exploring all walks in its configuration diagram.
Consider generating test cases from the configuration diagram in figure 3 . At the beginning, the pump satisfies C 1 : the decimal point is not registered; its user interface is not in the error mode; the display value is less than 100. This is visualized in the diagram as an edge from a default node Initiality to C 1 .
Outgoing edges from C 1 are labeled with the combination of conditions and user actions that can lead the pump into a new configuration. Note that only conditions and user actions related to the verification of desired properties are considered. For example, only the following combinations can trigger the pump to exit from configuration C 1 : a decimal point is pressed (E 12 in figure 3) ; or, a digit key is pressed when COND1 holds (E 13 in figure 3 ), where COND1 asserts that the new display value is greater than or equal to 100.
The trace C 1
! C 3 represents a walk in this configuration diagram. This walk stands for a class of possible user interaction scenarios, one of which can be: start from C 1 when the display value is 10; key ⇤ 0 ⇥ is pressed, and the model moves to C 3 as a digit key is pressed and COND1 is satisfied; key ⇤
• ⇥ is pressed, and the model stays in C 3 . Lastly, key ⇤ 1 ⇥ is pressed.
An example of sequence of key presses that can be extracted from the above example walk is ⇤
⇥ , which exposes an interaction design flaw: the pump silently discards the decimal point. In particular, when the prefix
⇥ of this sequence is fed to the pump, the model will stay in configuration C 3 , in which predicate pointRegistered is false indicating that the decimal point is not registered, and predicate errorMode is also false indicating that no warning message is provided to the user.
Following the above process, we generated test cases that exposed the interaction design flaws presented in section 2. These test cases were used to check the infusion pump under study, and confirmed that the detected design flaws did exist in its implementation.
Related work
The work presented in the paper is based on configuration diagrams, originally introduced by Rushby to verify safety properties of potentially infinite-state systems [23] . For such systems, formal verification requires either a direct proof through deductive mechanized methods (e.g., theorem proving), or justification of an abstraction that downscales the system so that it can be verified through exhaustive state exploration (using model checking for example). In contrast, our approach uses configuration diagrams in a novel way to identify interaction design issues in software. In particular, we use configuration diagrams to extract and verify a behavioral model of the software specifying how the software manages the interactions with the user.
Several approaches have been proposed to use model checking to verify user interface implementations 3 . For example, Rushby [24] used model checkers Mur and SAL to verify mode confusion in a cockpit; Rukšėnas et al [21] used SAL to identify post-completion errors in infusion pumps; Campos and Harrison used IVY/NuSMV to analyze infusion pumps against properties such as consistency, visibility, and feedback [4, 11] ; and in our own work, we used SAL and Event-B/Rodin to analyze the data entry system of infusion pumps for their predictability [15, 16] and other safety properties identified by FDA [22] .
The main limitation of using model checking to analyze user interface design/implementations lies in that, one has to wisely balance the complexity of the models constructed for user interface and the fidelity of these models to the original design/implementation. On one hand, the constructed models cannot be too complex to be analyzable (within reasonable time cost) [3, 9, 12] . This is why abstraction has to be used to eliminate irrelevant details away from the models. On the other hand, it is often di cult to find appropriate types of abstraction, so as to preserve necessary details of the user interface for verification. Therefore, model checkers often use too coarse abstraction to extract models from the real design/implementation, resulting in excessive spurious counterexamples (i.e., counterexamples representing behaviors that do not exist in the real design/implementation) to be reported.
Even though counterexample guided techniques, such as [2, 7, 8] , can be used to guide model checkers to refine and optimize the abstraction, such techniques still demand significant e↵ort from the analysts to first decide if a counterexample is genuine or spurious. Unfortunately, with respect to analyzing user interface software for its human factors properties, no general solution has been proposed to assist analysts in making such decisions.
In contrast to model checking driven approaches, our approach defines a general method for model construction based on theorem proving and configuration diagrams. It avoids the di culty of finding an appropriate level of abstraction that ensures the accuracy and fidelity of the constructed behavioral models. However, the behavioral models constructed by our approach can also be verified by model checkers for their human factors properties.
Conclusions
A rigorous and e↵ective approach for formally verifying the source code implementation of user interface software in medical devices has been presented.
The case study shows that this approach can detect interaction design issues in real implementations that might lead to critical safety consequences. These issues exist because of a combination of design features in user interface software, each of which is not problematic individually. Interestingly, we fed the test cases generated by the approach to another infusion pump made by a di↵erent manufacturer, and observed similar design issues.
The case study presented only formally analyzed a portion of the software implementation of the subject infusion pump. As a result, only part of the configuration diagram was developed, and only part of the proofs generated by PVS were formally proved. However, even with this partially completed formal analysis, real issues were identified. This suggests that our approach has the potential to assess and improve the quality and safety of user interface software in medical devices even before their complete implementation is available.
Once human factors properties are assured using PVS, the specification can be used to rapidly prototype a new user interface design in which the identified interaction design issues have been addressed. In fact, PVS provides a component called PVSio-web [19] that helps developers to define the layout of a user interface; and a component called PVSio [18] that enables interactive execution of specifications defining the behavior of the user interface, and a ground evaluator that automatically compiles these specifications into executable code.
